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About This Game

Spectra is a dynamic twitch racing game that will keep you on the edge of your seat! Blast your nimble ship down intricate
ribbons of light in time to the dynamic beats and original soundtrack by chiptune artist legend Chipzel (Super Hexagon, Size

Does Matter, Interstellaria).

Be prepared to get your heart pumping as you drift into a trance with just one objective- survive till the music stops! Navigate
around obstacles, collect points whilst trying to drive with as much style as possible and stay on the road. As the player

progresses through the levels, the speed increases requiring more advanced dexterity to survive!

Featuring two powerful gameplay modes (Normal and Hardcore) with 10 unique music tracks used to generate procedural
levels, race against the beat to experience unlimited playthroughs! Staying sharp is essential and reaction timing vital as memory
is obsolete with this nostalgia-driven, arcade-like game. Spectra is a veritable homage to arcade games of old; true mastery will

require all your twitch skills and the beautiful retro-style graphics will have you just itching to dig up your Atari!

Game Features

Exclusive soundtrack from chiptune legend Chipzel

Procedural levels for UNLIMITED playthroughs
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Title: Spectra
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Gateway Interactive
Publisher:
Mastertronic
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP / Win 7 / Win 8

Processor: 2.6 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible.

English,French,German,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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I must say that the graphics in VR are very good.
very good and calm surroundings,
and you get to become aware of the meanings of life

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hShSIRFLLDU. Horrible gameplay and controls compared to the first Commandos. Will
probably never open this game again.. Its hard to understand how to play unless you try over and over and over at it until it
makes sence, which it never truly does.. can't change the keyboard bindings totally kills the game. what the keys are set to who
knows you will learn them by trial and error. be ready to die a lot trying to figure out the keys. . glad i only paid three bucks for
it cuz i could only handle about an hour of this game. .. cheaply made game. pass on it.. What is there to tell? It's Pinball with a
'Worms' theme and that's it. The game doesn't do anything bad but doesn't do anything special either and it might enjoy you for
a few minutes but it's way too expensive.. CANADA:

It wants to kill you.. Received this game in exchange for my review, which can be found here: 
http://opnoobs.com/reviews/indie/adventure/case-animatronics-review. Fun game, and on sale!

Kinda like the old Space Wars in the 80's but with updated graphics, story, missions, and crafting! Can just play a mission or
two if you want.

Easy to learn, probably hard to master. Playing it on my Gaming PC in 4K. Will try on an old laptop - hopefully it will scale
down so that you can play on any machine.

The aesthetics are beautifully done! Kudos to these Devs! Hope to see more and DLC for such a reasonably priced game.
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Good game 10/10. The game is fun for what it is and provides a bit of "I am so bored I will play a facebook app" fun. But that's
just the thing, there is a free version of this basically anywhere browser gaming is. I do not recommend this game to anyone for
that reason.. I did not use this game to farm trading cards.. Super fun game, no loading times, gets progressively harder, cause
destruction. Con for me there is no save option that i can find.

. A perfect game for the broke masochist!. Quite good.. keep scrolling..

Bought only for theme music.

worth it buying a game only to hear a theme music. 12/10. no swimsuit for nepgear 5\/10. Have currently played for about
2minutes and I already have my moneysworth. This is hilarious. Please buy it so they can expand upon it with better visuals and
more variety.
No Vive game has made me physically fall over or panic more than this one. Get it NOW.. "I am many things. I have been many
things".

Thank you AMP for this masterful collection. The keyhole of vision we are given through such artwork is compelling and
thought provoking. I'd hope one day we may get to visit these enviroments and peoples first-person, the universe youve created
is crying out for an adventure!

For now, we just wait anxiously for the art of Endless Space 2
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